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F j o r d s.-An interesting proof of an extensive depres
sion of the northwest of Europe is furnished by the fjords
or sea-locks by which that region is indented. A fjord is a

long, narrow, and often singularly deep inlet of the sea,

which terminates inland at the mouth of a glen or valley.
The word is Norwegian, and in Norway fjords are charac

teristically developed. The English word "firth," however,

is the same, and the western coasts of the British Isles fur

nish many excellent examples of fjords, such as the Scottish

Loch burn, Loch Nevis, Loch Fyne, Gareloch; and the

Irish Lough Foyle, Lough Swilly, Bantry Bay, Danmanu.s

Bay. Similar indentations abound on the west coast of Brit

ish North America and. of the South Island of New Zealand.

Some of the Alpine lakes (Lucerne, Garda, Maggiore, and

others), as well as many in Britain, are inland examples of

fjords.
There can be little doubt that, though now filled with

salt water, fjords have been originally laud-valleys. The

long inlet was first excavated as a valley or glen. The ad

jacent valley exactly corresponds in form and character with

the hollow of the fjord, and must be regarded as merely its

inland prolongation. That the glens have been excavated

by subaerial agents is a conclusion borne out, by a great

weight of evidence, which will be detailed in later parts of

this work. If, therefore, we admit the subaerial origin of

the glen, we must also grant a similar origin to its seaward

prolongation. Every fjord will thus mark the site of a sub

merged valley. This inference is confirmed by the fact that

fjords do not, as a rule, occur singly, but, like glens on land,

lie in groups; so that, when found intersecting a long line

of coast, such as that of the west of Norway or the west of

Scotland, they show that the sea now runs far up and fills

submerged glens.
Human constructions and historical rec

o r d s.- Should the sea be observed to rise to the level of

roads and buildincrs which it never used to touch, should

former half-tide roks cease to be visible even at low water,

and should rocks, previously above the reach of the highest
tide, be turned first into shore-reefs, then into skerries and

islets, we infer that the coast-line is sinking. Such kind of

evidence is found in Scania, the most southerly part of

Sweden. Streets, built of course above high-water mark,

now lie below it, with older streets lying beneath them, so

that the subsidence is of some antiquity. A stone, the posi
tion of which had been exactly determined by Linnaus in
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